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ABSTRACT

The burden-sharing problem of forced migration threatens global health and the sta-
bility of nations. Previous attempts to address this challenge have not only failed to 
mobilize collective action but have instead inflicted substantial financial losses of sev-
eral US$ billion on G20. This policy brief proposes a new approach—the “G2020 Pro-
tocol on Forced Migration”—as a global governance framework to efficiently manage 
the provision and allocation of host capacities. By offering member states different 
options to support burden-sharing, the framework maximizes incentives for states to 
join the treaty.

إن مشــكلة مشــاركة عــبء التهجيــر القســري تهــدد الصحــة العالميــة واســتقرار األمــم. وقــد كانــت هنــاك 
محــاوالت ســابقة لمعالجــة هــذه المشــكلة لــم تقتصــر علــى الفشــل فــي حشــد قــرار شــامل، بــل تســّببت فــي 
خســائر ماليــة جوهريــة لمجموعــة العشــرين بلغــت الكثيــر مــن مليــارات الــدوالرات. يقتــرح هــذا الملخــص نهًجــا 
جديــًدا، "بروتوكــول مجموعــة العشــرين بشــأن التهجيــر القســري"، كإطــار حوكمــة عالمــي إلدارة توفيــر إمكانــات 
ــال. ويحقــق إطــار العمــل أكبــر قــدر مــن المحفــزات للــدول علــى االنضمــام  االســتضافة وتخصيصهــا بشــكل فعَّ

مــن خــال تقديــم خيــارات مختلفــة للــدول لدعــم مشــاركة العــبء.
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CHALLENGE

With the unpredicted advent of the COVID-19, the world is now facing one of its big-
gest humanitarian crises since World War II. The spread of the fatal infection has 
made the provision of medical care capacities to billions of people a critical need. As 
the crisis continues to unfold, it is becoming evident that the COVID-19 pandemic is 
exploiting systematic inequalities in health care systems across and within countries.

According to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), in 2019, 
74.8 million people were forcibly displaced from their homes (UNHCR 2019). Thus, the 
burden-sharing problem of forced migration is already one of the most pressing glob-
al challenges. The spread of COVID-19 has added a new dimension to this problem: 
First, deteriorating health conditions in developing countries and conflict zones are 
likely to provoke a new wave of refugees. Second, displaced people have only limited 
access to health care, housing, and basic sanitation, creating ideal breeding grounds 
for contagion as well as uncontrolled spread through illegal migration.

The Group of Twenty (G20) countries together host nearly 36% of all refugees. They 
have previously called to step up coordination and cooperation in order to deal with 
displacement and migration, support safe and dignified living conditions, enhance 
refugee self-reliance, and ease financial and social pressures on host countries (G20 
2017).

However, previous attempts to mobilize collective action and (re-)allocate the bur-
dens between those who host and those who pay have largely failed: the Dublin Reg-
ulation (2003) remains dysfunctional; EU bilateral treaties (EU 2016a, 2016b, 2018) are 
subject to hold-up problems; and UN Global Compact on Refugees (2018) has fallen 
short of acquiring the necessary support on various levels. Initial estimates indicate 
that these inefficiencies have created annual deadweight losses of approximately 
$55 billion.1

The main reason for these problems is disagreement over contributions, that is, “who 
needs to contribute, how much, and who gets it.” The conflict over contributions is 
rooted in a mismatch between collective and national incentives (Kaul, Grunberg, and 
Stern 2003). From a global perspective, all countries would be better off if they volun-
tarily shared the burdens and contributed to the provision of host capacities. Howev-
er, from a national perspective, each state has an incentive to freeride on the contri-
butions of others, that is, benefit from stability and societal peace without co-sharing 
the costs.

1. See later sections for details
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The developments before the COVID-19 crisis have already demonstrated that this 
mismatch cannot be solved through intergovernmental solidarity alone. Many coun-
tries have turned to protective measures by reducing their contributions and enact-
ing stricter migration policies. Countries of first asylum, on the other hand, have been 
forced to continue acting as natural wave-breakers and, thus, they shoulder the most 
burdens. As COVID-19 aggravates global health and economic disasters, these coun-
tries are at risk of overstretching their absorption capacities and their societal and 
financial resilience.

If the world fails to tackle these problems with an adequate governance system, the 
inequality in health care systems, as well as the asymmetric distribution of burdens, 
will destabilize countries of first asylum. This would pose an imminent threat to the 
safety and dignity of millions, global public health, and economic stability of na-
tions.

CHALLENGE
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PROPOSAL

The following proposal defines the basic principles of a joint action treaty on forced 
migration. It is analogous to the Kyoto Protocol (UN 1998) and called The G2020 Pro-
tocol on Forced Migration (GPFM).

The GPFM is a governance framework established to solve the global public goods 
problem of forced migration. Central to it is the multinational exchange “Save-the-Dig-
nity” Platform (SDP). By making it the individually best option for states to join from 
economic and risk management perspectives, the framework is explicitly designed 
to maximize buy-in by prospective members. More specifically, the GPFM aims to 
provide an efficient burden-sharing mechanism that:

• Supports safe and dignified living conditions for forcibly displaced people,

• Mobilizes the provision of host capacities,

• Determines the optimal funding structure,

• Reduces uncertainty in terms of finance and ground operations, and

•  Redistributes the gains of cooperation in a mutually beneficial way among its 
member states.

The G2020 Protocol on Forced Migration
Principle 1: Dynamic
The overall contribution of all member states should correspond to the required host 
capacities for people in need and thus, be adjusted dynamically. The specific target 
group is a (sub)set of all forcibly displaced people.

•  Operationalization: The GPFM defines the required overall contribution by deter-
mining the quantity and quality of host capacities. The quantity is specified by the 
size of the target group, that is, the direct beneficiaries. To reflect ground realities, 
the target group does not only include registered refugees, but also individuals 
seeking complementary forms of protection and persons in refugee-like situations. 
The quality of a host unit is determined by a set of products and services required, 
such as health services and basic needs. The overall contribution is updated dy-
namically, that is, it responds to any increases or decreases in the size of the target 
group.
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•  Outcome: The target group is specified, along with the required overall contribu-
tion of all member states (in host units).

•  Example: The GPFM defines “quantity” and “quality” in line with the UN Global 
Compact on Refugees (2018) and specifies the minimum requirements for medical 
care, especially considering the COVID-19 pandemic. The target group consists of 
refugees. As a lower bound, these beneficiaries require 25,900,000 host units at 
pre-defined standards.

Principle 2: Just
The overall contribution should be allocated to the member states through a dis-
tribution key. This determines country-specific quotas for the purpose of efficiently 
co-sharing the overall contribution. The key should be based on a just and meaning-
ful indicator of economic resilience.

•  Operationalization: The distribution key of the GPFM is a function of a country’s 
gross domestic product (GDP) in relation to the total sum of all member countries’ 
GDPs. The key assigns lower quotas for countries with lower economic power and 
higher quotas for countries with stronger economies. The quotas are updated reg-
ularly to account for changes in the countries’ economic absorption capacities.

• Outcome: The quotas (in host units) are specified per member state.

•  Example: Appendix I provides details on how the GPFM assigns quotas to member 
states. Under the assumption that only those countries may join that have previ-
ously voted in favor of the UN Global Compact on Refugees (that is, excluding the 
US and 11 other countries), the distribution key assigns quotas of around 1,596,000 
host units to Germany and around 17,000 host units to Jordan (see Appendix I for 
the full list of countries).

PROPOSAL
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PROPOSAL

Principle 3: Specific
When joining the treaty, member states’ actual provisions are likely to deviate from 
their designated quotas. To account for these specificities, the quotas need to be ad-
justed with respect to the amount of already-provided host units. The result marks 
the actual quota of a member.

•  Operationalization: Once the quotas are assigned, the UNHCR, or a similar multina-
tional body, assesses the degree of ex-ante fulfillment per member, that is, it deter-
mines the gap between the quota and the host units already provided.

• Outcome: The actual quotas (in host units) are defined per member state.

•  Example: Jordan currently provides nearly 800,000 host units for refugees. As its 
original quota is 17,000 units, it provides a surplus of 783,000 host units. Germany 
currently provides host units for nearly 1,000,000 refugees. With an original quota 
of 1,596,000 host units, Germany holds a deficit of 596,000 host units.

Principle 4: Flexible
Member states should be able to flexibly choose how to meet their actual quotas, 
either through financial contributions that support hosting abroad or through direct 
hosting at home.

•  Operationalization: The GPFM acknowledges heterogeneity in how countries are 
affected by immigration.2 Therefore, every member state can autonomously and 
independently make decisions on meeting its actual quota. Three options are avail-
able under the GPFM:

 - Option Direct: a member state provides host capacities at home
 - Option Indirect: a member state finances host capacities abroad
 - Option Mixed: a member state chooses a mixture of both

2.  Estimates indicate that the cost to host a refugee in a developed economy is $135, but $1 in less devel-
oped economies (Betts and Collier 2017).
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PROPOSAL

While some countries might have an incentive to offer host capacities if adequate 
financing is guaranteed, other countries might have an interest in financing hosting 
capacities abroad. The indirect option allows both types to settle and find an optimal 
allocation of host capacities given their specific needs and demands. This option is 
similar to the Kyoto Protocol’s International Emissions Trading Mechanism. However, 
under the GPFM, an effective transaction requires two states—the host and the finan-
cier—in order to agree upon the unit costs. All transactions are made on the SDP (see 
below for more details).

• Outcome: The actual quotas (in host units) per each member state are updated.

•  Example: The provision of one host unit costs Jordan about $3,000 per annum 
(Haynes 2016: 47); Germany, in turn, needs to spend around $17,900 per annum 
to provide a host unit (Informationsdienst des Instituts der deutschen Wirtschaft 
2016). 

 -  Option Direct: Germany clears its quota by providing 596,000 new host units 
at home at $10.67 billion per annum (596,000 × $17,900). Refugees who cur-
rently reside in Jordan find new homes in Germany; this way, Jordan is re-
lieved from $1.79 billion per annum in costs (596,000 × $3,000).

 -  Option Indirect: Germany and Jordan agree to unit costs per annum of, 
for example, $10,450 for 596,000 host units. Germany transfers $6.23 billion 
(595,000 × $10,500) to Jordan and 596,000 refugees continue to reside in 
Jordan. In this scenario, each country gains $4.44 billion per annum com-
pared with the “direct” option (Germany: $10.67–6.23 billion, Jordan: $6.23 
billion–1.79 m). For Germany, this option also generates actual savings: It 
currently spends around $9.38 billion per annum to prevent forced migration 
(Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung 2020). Under the indirect option, Ger-
many would only need to spend $6.23 billion, realizing savings of around $3.15 
billion per annum (or 34% of its current transfers).

Under either option, Germany’s deficit is cleared, and Jordan’s surplus reduces to 
187,000 host units (783,000—596,000).
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Principle 5: Organized
States should engage in a multinational exchange platform to determine the most 
efficient way of cost-sharing. Such an exchange continues until all quotas are cleared.

•  Operationalization: Under the GPFM, the SDP, an intergovernmental exchange 
platform that balances member states’ surpluses and deficits, is established. It al-
lows its members to choose between the direct, indirect, and mixed options to 
clear their respective quotas. The direct option is a default option, that is, if mem-
bers cannot agree on another option, host capacities must be provided at home. 
The SDP is hosted and organized by the UNHCR or a similar multinational body.

• Outcome: All actual quotas (in host units) of all member states are cleared.

•  Example: Jordan, Germany, as well as other GPFM members engage on the SDP. 
As the unit costs for hosting vary by country, all states individually determine the 
most suitable option that helps meet their specific needs and demands. Jordan, for 
instance, is unlikely to accept a host unit cost of $3,000, whereas Germany would 
reject a transfer of more than $17,900 per host unit. The settling process continues 
until all deficits and surpluses are cleared.

Principle 6: Verifiable
The member states’ efforts to meet their quotas should be tracked and validated reg-
ularly. This requires clear-cut definitions that close loopholes and backdoors.

•  Operationalization: A significant challenge of the Kyoto Protocol’s instruments is 
the verification of contributions. Although this problem is less pronounced in the 
case of host units, verification still needs to be considered. Thus, the GPFM defines 
a default reporting period, for example, a period of one year following the release of 
the latest statistics by the UNHCR. Shortly after the beginning of a new reporting 
period, the opening phase of the SDP begins. During this phase, all quotas need to 
be cleared by GPFM members. If two states agree on the indirect option, the finan-
cier reports the details to the multinational body that operates the SDP. Only after 
the host country concurs, the respective updates to the quotas are made.

•  Outcome: The cleared quotas (in host units) per member state are externally veri-
fied.

PROPOSAL
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PROPOSAL

•  Example: If Jordan and Germany agree on the indirect option, Germany reports the 
details, that is, the number of host units, agreed host unit costs, and financial trans-
action data, to the SDP organizers. The organizing body requests Jordan to concur. 
If Jordan confirms in the affirmative, the agreement becomes a legally binding 
contract and corresponding adjustments are made to both states’ quotas.

Basic Architecture

Principle Description Outcome Germany Jordan … …

Dynamic The overall 
contribution 
matches the 
required host 
capacities for the 
target group

Overall 
contribution

25,900,000 host units

Just The distribution 
key determines 
country-specific 
quotas to co-
share the overall 
contribution

Original 
quota

1,596,000 
host units 

17,000 
host units

… …

Specific Existing burden-
sharing efforts 
are considered 
by correcting the 
quotas

Currently 
provided

1,000,000 
host units

800,000 
host units

… …

Actual 
quota

596,000 
host units

-783,000 
host units

… …

Save-the-Dignity Platform (SDP)

Flexible Member states 
flexibly choose 
how to meet their 
quotas by either: 

a) direct hosting 
at home
b) indirect 
hosting abroad 
c) a mix of direct 
and indirect 
hosting

Member states 
engage with 
each other on the 
SDP exchange to 
find their most 
suitable fit

The contributions 
of member states 
are verified and 
deducted till all 
quotas are met

Dynami
c 

The overall 
contribution matches 
the required host 
capacities for the 
target group 

Overall 
contributi
on 

25,900,000  
host units  

Just 

The distribution key 
determines country-
specific quotas to co-
share the overall 
contribution 

Original 
quota 

1,596,000  
host units  

17,000  
host units … … 

Specific 

Existing burden-
sharing efforts are 
considered by 
correcting the quotas 

Currently 
provided 

1,000,000 
host units 

800,000 
host units … … 

Actual 
quota 

596,000 
host units 

-783,000 
host units … … 

Save-the-Dignity Platform (SDP) 

Flexible  
Member states flexibly 
choose how to meet 
their quotas by either:  
 
a) direct hosting at 

home 
b) indirect hosting 

abroad  
c) a mix of direct and 

indirect hosting 
 
Member states engage 
with each other on the 
SDP exchange to find 
their most suitable fit 
 
The contributions of 
member states are 
verified and deducted 
till all quotas are met 

 

Organiz
ed 

Agreemen
t 

596,000  
host units … 

Financial 
transfer $ 6.23bn  ... 

Updated 
quota 

0 
host units 

-187,000  
host units … … 

Verified 

Verified  Yes yes yes yes 

Continues till all quotas are cleared 

Remaining 
contributi
on 

0 
host units 

0 
host units 

0 
host units 

0 
host units 

 
Expected Results 
The GPFM provides the framework for an efficient burden-sharing mechanism. 
Member states engage in intergovernmental exchange to find their best fit, that is, a 
state’s optimal combination of hosting at home and financing abroad. The 
framework is likely to produce two types of members: 
 

• Host countries, that is, countries offering more host capacities at home than 
required by their quota, and 

• Financing countries, that is, countries that meet the majority of their quota by 
funding host capacities abroad. This outcome has important implications for 
refugees, member states, and global coordination. 

 

Organized Agreement 596,000 
host units

…

Financial 
transfer

$ 6.23bn …

Updated 
quota

0
host units

-187,000 
host units

… …

Verified Verified Yes yes yes yes

Continues till all quotas are cleared

Remaining 
contribution

0 host 
units

0 host 
units

0 host 
units

0 host 
units
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Expected Results
The GPFM provides the framework for an efficient burden-sharing mechanism. 
Member states engage in intergovernmental exchange to find their best fit, that is, 
a state’s optimal combination of hosting at home and financing abroad. The frame-
work is likely to produce two types of members:

•  Host countries, that is, countries offering more host capacities at home than re-
quired by their quota, and

•  Financing countries, that is, countries that meet the majority of their quota by fund-
ing host capacities abroad. This outcome has important implications for refugees, 
member states, and global coordination.

Impact on Refugees
  Result 1 (Protection): By definition, all forcibly displaced people who are tar-

geted by the GPFM find adequate protection, health care, and humanitarian 
assistance. 

Most beneficiaries of the GPFM will likely be able to stay close to their countries of 
origin. For the individual, this might be preferable because host societies often share 
the same language and similar cultural and religious contexts. Social ties, such as 
with relatives and friends, may exist. These are important not only for trauma recovery 
and mental health, but also for establishing a new existence with better economic 
opportunities.

  Result 2 (Perspectives): Under the GPFM, targeted refugees are offered better 
chances for a life in dignity, including improved mental health, social safety, 
and economic opportunities.

Impact on Member States
Many financing countries currently incur financial losses because of inefficient allo-
cations of resources. GPFM members are likely to recover (parts of) these losses and 
thus, set strong incentives for prospective members to join the treaty even when as-
suming strict rationality and self-interest. Germany, for instance, would be able to fully 
offset its quota by spending only 66% of its current budget and, as a result, making 
actual savings of $3.15 billion per annum.3

PROPOSAL

3. $9.38–6.23 billion; see Principle 4.
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   Result 3a (Financial Incentives I): The GPFM guarantees that financing coun-
tries find the most feasible option to meet their obligations. They can redirect 
their existing budgets to alternative and more efficient allocations, realizing 
actual savings in return. The GPFM is designed to directly carry over parts of 
the recovered gains to host countries. As previously shown, Jordan would real-
ize net gains of $4.44 billion per annum by providing host capacities on behalf 
of Germany.

 
  Result 3b (Financial Incentives II): The GPFM ensures that host countries re-

ceive adequate financial transfers if they continue to provide host capacities 
on behalf of others. As host countries determine the minimum acceptable 
unit costs themselves, transfers can include premiums to lift the living stan-
dards of local communities.

Besides these financial incentives, two additional effects render it advantageous for 
states to join the GPFM.

  Result 4 (Insurance Effect): The GPFM offers its members exclusive insurance 
against exogenous shocks and regional disasters. By sharing the costs and 
updating obligations dynamically, each member state is protected against 
facing the consequences of instability alone.

 
  Result 5 (Justification Effect): The possibility of choosing how to meet quotas 

provides member states with an instrument to flexibly respond to changes in 
public support. This aspect may be relevant for societies wherein parts of the 
population are skeptical of a government’s refugee policy.

Impact on Global Coordination
As an initial estimate exemplifying the financial dimensions, the G20 countries appear 
to lose around $55 billion every year because of inefficient allocations of resources.4 
The GPFM is designed to minimize this deadweight loss and elevate the unexploited 
gains of collective action with the aim to set member states financially better off than 
without the GPFM.

PROPOSAL

4.  Assumptions: 1) the US and eleven other countries do not join the GPFM; 2) G20 financing countries 
provide host capacities for 3.7 million refugees at home (excluding Turkey); 3) cost differentials between 
Germany and Jordan apply, on average, to all financing and host countries.
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  Result 6 (Global Coordination): The more that countries join the GPFM as 
members, the more does effective its mechanism become in minimizing the 
total burden. As the financial returns are directly internalized by its members, 
the GPFM demonstrates the increasing returns on investment of mutually 
beneficial cooperation.

  Result 7 (Global Norms): Global public goods are often accompanied by moral 
loading. As a technical framework designed to find the optimal solution for an 
allocation problem, the GPFM does not entail such normative statements. This 
may help shift the focus to more solution-oriented approaches in coping with 
other challenges (e.g., the COVID-19 pandemic or climate change).

G20 Recommendations
The policy brief suggests that the G20 leaders call for negotiations on the GPFM. 
Analogous to the stages preceding the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol, a working 
group could be formed that leads a cooperative and collaborative process with other 
bodies. More specifically, the following statements could be adopted in the G20 
Leaders Declaration:

•  Large movements of refugees continue to be a global concern with major 
humanitarian, political, social, and economic consequences.

•  We re-emphasize the urgent need for improving the global governance of forced 
migration and, at the same time, recognize the sovereignty of all countries in 
responding to forced migration based on their capacities and capabilities.

•  We therefore ask the UNHCR, in cooperation with the World Health Organization 
and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, to develop 
a joint action treaty on forced migration that reduces uncertainty and balances 
national interests in an efficient, flexible, and fair manner.

PROPOSAL
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Disclaimer
This policy brief was developed and written by the authors and has undergone a peer 
review process. The views and opinions expressed in this policy brief are those of the 
authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of the authors’ 
organizations or the T20 Secretariat.
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APPENDIX

I: Details on the Distribution Key
There are various approaches to defining a distribution key for the GPFM. We relate to 
a simple and common determinator—a country’s nominal GDP—to illustrate how re-
sponsibilities can be assigned under the GPFM framework. The proposed key serves 
as a starting point to enter negotiations; and, if required, can be changed, or further 
finetuned, during the treaty’s preparation process. Specifically, the distribution key 
assigns an absolute quota per each member state i, with N as the total number of 
member states and HC as the required host capacities (see Principle 1):
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The following table applies the distribution key and shows respective quotas for the 
G20 and selected other countries under two scenarios: Scenario 1 assumes that all 
states join the GPFM; Scenario 2 assumes that only those states that have previously 
voted in favor of the UN Global Compact on Refugees (that is, excluding the US and 
eleven other countries) join.5 Germany and Jordan, the two countries used in the 
policy brief’s examples, are highlighted in bold. 
 

   Scenario 1: All Scenario 2: UN Global 
Compact 

Country G20 
Member 

GDP 2018 in 
Million USD 
(Current)6 

GPFM 
Member 

Absolute 
Quota 

GPFM 
Member 

Absolute 
Quota 

The United States Yes 20,544,343  Yes 6,192,178 No - 
The European 
Union Yes 15,912,779  Yes 4,796,199 Yes 6,433,419 

China Yes 13,608,152  Yes 4,101,572 Yes 5,501,675 

Japan Yes 4,971,323  Yes 1,498,384 Yes 2,009,869 

Germany Yes 3,947,620  Yes 1,189,834 Yes 1,595,994 
The United 
Kingdom Yes 2,855,297  Yes 860,602 Yes 1,154,375 

France Yes 2,777,535  Yes 837,164 Yes 1,122,937 

India Yes 2,718,732  Yes 819,441 Yes 1,099,163 

Italy Yes 2,083,864  Yes 628,088 Yes 842,491 

Brazil Yes 1,885,483  Yes 568,295 Yes 762,287 

Canada Yes 1,713,342  Yes 516,411 Yes 692,691 

Russian Federation Yes 1,657,555  Yes 499,596 Yes 670,137 

Korea, Rep. Yes 1,619,424  Yes 488,103 Yes 654,721 

Australia Yes 1,433,904  Yes 432,187 Yes 579,717 

Mexico Yes 1,220,699  Yes 367,926 Yes 493,520 

Indonesia Yes 1,042,173  Yes 314,117 Yes 421,343 

Saudi Arabia Yes 786,522  Yes 237,062 Yes 317,985 

                                                        
5 The assigned quotas are quite robust toward dropouts of single member states. In addition, we have 
tested a scenario in which the US, Russia, Australia, and Turkey abstain from joining. The quotas under 
this scenario do not substantially differ from those reported under Scenario 2 (<4.2%). 
6 World Bank (2020). 
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Scenario 1: All Scenario 2: UN Global 
Compact

Country G20 
Member

GDP 2018 
in Million 
USD 
(Current) 

GPFM 
Member

Absolute 
Quota

GPFM 
Member

Absolute 
Quota

Italy Yes 2,083,864 Yes 628,088 Yes 842,491

Brazil Yes 1,885,483 Yes 568,295 Yes 762,287

Canada Yes 1,713,342 Yes 516,411 Yes 692,691

Russian 
Federation

Yes 1,657,555 Yes 499,596 Yes 670,137

Korea, Rep. Yes 1,619,424 Yes 488,103 Yes 654,721

Australia Yes 1,433,904 Yes 432,187 Yes 579,717

Mexico Yes 1,220,699 Yes 367,926 Yes 493,520

Indonesia Yes 1,042,173 Yes 314,117 Yes 421,343

Saudi Arabia Yes 786,522 Yes 237,062 Yes 317,985

Turkey Yes 771,350 Yes 232,489 Yes 311,851

Argentina Yes 519,872 Yes 156,692 Yes 210,180

South Africa Yes 368,289 Yes 111,004 Yes 148,896

… …  … … … … …

Poland No 585,664 Yes 176,522 No -

Israel No 370,588 Yes 111,697 No -

Hungary No 157,883 Yes 47,587 No -

Dominican 
Rep.

No 85,555 Yes 25,787 No -

Libya No 48,364 Yes 14,577 No -

Jordan No 42,231 Yes 12,729 Yes 17,074

Turkmenistan No 40,761 Yes 12,286 No -

Korea, DPR No 32,100 Yes 9,675 No -

Eritrea No 2,007 Yes 605 No -

Tonga No 450 Yes 136 No -

Micronesia No 402 Yes 121 No -

Nauru No 126 Yes 38 No -

Total 85,930,754 25,900,000 25,900,000
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APPENDIX

II: Framework Extensions
The framework could be expanded further. First, the SDP may operate on the subna-
tional rather than the national level. In this setup, regions would mutually engage to 
find their optimal fit.

Second, how members contribute to meet their quotas could be widened. Instead of 
considering contributions only based on standardized host capacities, instruments 
can be defined to account for the granted access to domestic labor markets, for in-
stance.

Third, the rules of exchange may be altered to simplify negotiations and prevent hold-
up problems. Each member may be requested to submit its minimum/maximum 
acceptable offer to the SDP. In such a case, a splitting rule could divide the overall 
dividend between hosting and financing members equally. Alternatively, to incentiv-
ize new countries to join, the splitting rule could favor selected countries for a limited 
time and, hence, act as a rebound mechanism during phasing-in periods.

Fourth, charges can be applied for every transaction; this includes, for example, a small 
percentage of the total amount. The charges can be used to stock up an emergency 
fund that serves as a safety net to facilitate fast responses to crises and disasters.
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